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Letter Design of Freely Configurable Safety Light Curtain Using Hemispherical Mirrors Huimin Lua Non-member Seiichi Serikawa Member Safety light curtains provide reliable and cost-effective protection against access into hazardous points or areas. However, in practice, peopl still need to adjust the light detection element accurately in order to receive the safe amount of irradiating laser light. In our proposed system, we utilized light emitting diodes (LEDs) as the light source, and designed two hemispherical mirrors to receive the LED light, and used PSoC microcomputer to determine the threshold voltage value. Compared with recent market products, the proposed system is freely configurable, and with no dead zone detection. In addition, compared to the laser light, the LED light has the advantages of no radiation, small electropult, low-cost, and high efficiency. After conducting sufficient experiments, the proposed system has been found to successfully detect the intruder with 100% recognition rate, which can meet the needs of industrialization. © 2013 Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Keywords: safety light curtain, hemispherical mirror, system design
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1. Introduction Safety light curtains are used by a variety of commonly used products including safety light guards, safety light barriers and so on [1]. Most of the recent safety light curtains contain a source of laser light and an optical light receiver [2]. The penetration type of safety light curtains irradiates light directly from the light emission element to the light detecting element. The source light is condensed with lenses to a beam ray that reaches the receiving optical device. The light ray is intercepted when an intruder passes between the source of light and the receiving optical device, and the output of the light detecting element decreases. The intruder can be detected by judging the output of the light. However, it is necessary to adjust the optical axis from the source of light to the receiving optical device for this intruder detection system. Because of the directivity of the light irradiated from the light emission element, the spot of light ray is very small; so the optical axis must be strictly adjusted. Therefore, the system installation is a very critical and arduous task. In our previous work [3], we tested one LED light source and one hemispherical mirror for receiving the incident light; this system had the limitation of dead zone. To address this, a freely configurable safety light curtain for basic application (FC-SLC4B) is proposed in this letter, which utilizes hemispherical mirrors and LED light instead of the traditional systems. In the FC-SLC4B system, low directivity light LED is used instead of those used in traditional systems (e.g., laser, red infrared laser) [4]. The reflected light is irradiated to the light detection element by using a set of two hemispherical mirrors. The source of light can be turned to the receiving optical device at any arbitrary position, and users need not adjust the optical axis like it is being done in existing light curtain systems. In addition, according to the characteristics of the source light and the hemispherical mirrors, the source light can set up to irradiate the hemispherical mirrors, a
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and the receiving optical device can be set up arbitrarily within the range where the reflected light from the source can be received. This letter is organized as follows: as a solution, the system components of FC-SLC4B will be elaborated in detail in Section 2. In Section 3, numerical experiments are presented to confirm our system’s performance. Finally, we conclude the letter in Section 4.



2. System Description In the FC-SLC4B system, we designed an enhanced red highpower LED (ERHP LED) as a light source. The high-power LED light is reflected by the hemispherical mirror to the light detection element.



2.1. LED light source During our experiments, the traditional LED light was easily influenced by the turbulence light. So we used ERHP LED as the light source. Turbulence lights such as fluorescent lamps have been shown during research to have low frequency components, so we modulated the source light to a very high frequency. Here, we have taken the frequency of the source light as modulated to 10 kHz. The source light was modulated with a timer integrated circuit (IC; LMC555CN). The ERHP LEDs with 3 W output (OSR5XME3C1S) were used as the light source. These LEDs can emit light strongly compared with general LEDs, and the directivity is higher. Thus, the influence of the turbulence light could be reduced. Meanwhile, it also became easy to be reflected by the light detection element. 2.2. Light receiver unit The left panel of Figure 1 shows the design of hemispherical mirror. The hemispherical mirror can project surroundings of θ1 = 360◦ and θ2 = ±90◦ against Y axis by the light above. It is possible to reflect the source light with the hemispherical mirror without adjusting the receiving optical device even if the source light is arbitrarily set up. If the light source is placed higher than the hemispherical mirror, the receiving optical element can also receive the reflected light. The signal processing unit is shown in Fig. 1 (right), where R = 1M, R1 = R4 = 5.6K, R2 = R5 = 910, R3 = R6 = 330K,
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experiment (1), the recognition rate of the intruder detection was 100% in all environments. The intruder detection system works correctly from the verification result even if it arbitrarily sets up the intruder detection system in the distance of source of light–light part of receiving was 1–5 m. More details about this experiment is presented in Ref. [3]. In experiment (2), two or more light sources were set. Distance of source light to receiver D was measured to 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 m, and distance of two source lights d was measured to every 10 cm. The recognition rate was 100%. In experiment (3), multi light source and multi receiver were tested in different environments (see Fig. 3). Distance of two receivers S was measured to 0.5 and 1.0 m. Distance of source light to receiver D was measured to 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 m, and distance of two source lights d was measured to every 10 cm. The recognition rate was also 100%.



Fig. 1. Left: Outline of hemispherical mirror. Right: Circuit diagram of signal processing unit.



4. Conclusion In this letter, we proposed a novel safety light curtain, by using ERHP LEDs and hemispherical mirror receiver. Compared to recent market products, our system is of low cost, simple configuration, low radiation, and high efficiency (about 10 ms response time). Abundant experiments carried out showed that our system is successful in detecting the intruder with 100% recognition rate. However, there are also some problems in this system. Future experiments are required to consider more efficient de-turbulence method for improving our system’s performance.



Fig. 2. Outline chart of work process. Left: Light receiver unit; Right: Physical map.
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Fig. 3. System components of multi-LEDs and multi hemispherical mirrors C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 1ηF. The direct current element from the output current of the light detection element was removed. Currentvoltage conversion was carried out, and frequency components of 10 kHz were extracted by the current-filter circuit, and then the signal was amplified. Therefore, the turbulence light including a variety of frequency elements could be removed. The analog to digital conversion was performed and the threshold voltage was set by using the PSoC microcomputer (CY8C29466-24PXI). The threshold voltage was set as 70% of peak output voltage through our experiments. Figure 2(left) shows the flowchart of the light receiver unit.
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3. Results and Discussion The work process of FC-SLC4B is shown in Fig. 2(right). During the experiments, ratio was defined as the output when users intercepted light from the source to the output. Therefore, the output voltage of the photodiode is measured by the presence or absence of interception. Experiments were carried out in two environments: in the darkroom and under the fluorescent lamp. We conducted three groups of experiments, with following combinations: (1) single LED and single hemispherical mirror; (2) multi-LEDs and single hemispherical mirror; (3) multi-LEDs and multi hemispherical mirrors. Experiments showed the recognition rate of the intruder detection by each distance as a verification result in the darkroom and under the fluorescent lamp. In
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